
Privacy policy
The owner of  DENVER SW-500 software, Inter Sales A/S / Denver Electronics A/S is 
committed  to  protect  your  online  privacy.  Please  read  the  following  statement  to 
understand some of the sensitive permissions you need to use when using the App. This 
Privacy Statement may change from time to time, please check regularly.

Statement for using Sensitive permission:

（1）Android permission. CAMERA permission use

This permission applies to the camera functions in DENVER SW-500. When you agree to 
use this privilege, you can control your phone to take a picture with Smartphone. Use of 
this right does not result in disclosure of your personal information.

（2） Android permission.READ_PHONE_STATE permission use

This permission applies to incoming call alerts in DENVER SW-500. When you agree to 
use this privilege, you can monitor the calls through the smart band, the band will remind  
you there is call coming, Use of this right does not result in disclosure of your personal 
information.

（3） Android permission.GET_ACCOUNTS permission use

 This permission applies to user’s feedback in DENVER SW-500. When you agree to this 
permission, you can send your feedback by email. The use of this right only for the quick 
use  of  your  login  mailbox  for  feedback,  will  not  cause  your  personal  information 
disclosure.

（4） Android permission.READ_CONTACTS permission use

This permission applies to the call alert and message alert functions in  DENVER SW-
500. When you agree to use this privilege, when using the call alert function, when there 
is an incoming call,  smart bracelet will  display the caller’s information on the screen, 
When  using  the  message alert  function,  you  can also  check  the  message  from the 
screen of band.

2. Disclaimer

This website / software is not responsible for any of the following: (1) any disclosure of  
personal information in accordance with laws, regulations, or government mandates;2) 
Disclosure of any personal information that you may have caused as a consequence of 
your ability to tell others about your password or to share your registration with others (3) 
any personal information disclosure, loss, theft or tampering caused by force majeure, 
such as hacker attacks, computer virus intrusion or attack, temporary shutdown caused 



by  government  regulation,  etc.  which  affect  the  normal  operation  of  the  network.(4) 
Disclosure of personal information caused by companies we do not own or control, as 
well as persons we do not hire or manage, and any legal disputes and consequences 
arising therefrom.

3. Modifications and interpretations of this Privacy Statement

This Privacy Statement may be amended from time to time. This Privacy Statement is  
subject to change and the final interpretation of Inter Sales A/S / Denver Electronics A/S.

4. Questions and suggestions

If  you  have  any  questions  or  suggestions,  please  send  an  email  to 
morten.pannen@intersales.eu
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